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Why Is Diffie-Hellman Secure?
Discrete Logarithm (DL) problem: given g x mod p, it's hard to extract x
• There is no known efficient algorithm for doing this • This is not enough for Diffie-Hellman to be secure! Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) problem: given g x and g y , it's hard to compute g xy mod p
• … unless you know x or y, in which case it's easy Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) problem: given g x and g y , it's hard to tell the difference between g xy mod p and g r mod p where r is random 
RSA Cryptosystem
Key generation:
• Generate large primes p, q -Say, 1024 bits each (need primality testing, too)
• Compute n=pq and ϕ(n)=(p-1)(q-1)
• Choose small e, relatively prime to ϕ(n) Why Is RSA Secure?
RSA problem: given n=pq, e such that gcd(e,(p-1)(q-1))=1 and c, find m such that m e =c mod n
• i.e., recover m from ciphertext c and public key (n,e) by taking e th root of c • There is no known efficient algorithm for doing this Factoring problem: given positive integer n, find primes p 1 , …, p k such that n=p 1 e 1 p 2 e 2 …p k e k If factoring is easy, then RSA problem is easy, but there is no known reduction from factoring to RSA
• It may be possible to break RSA without factoring n slide 13
Integrity in RSA Encryption
Plain RSA does not provide integrity 
